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Rationale for Base Alternative of Muir Woods 
July 29, 2008 
Summary of Discussion by Participant 
 
Participant Alt 1 Alternative 3 
MB  Newsletter page 7 – visitor experience goals – explore unique and distinctive 

resources, active public participation and stewardship – these encompass what 
our goals should be for visitor experiences 

CP  Contemplative outdoor museum – Muir Woods is the one place where this can 
really work.   

MM  This will work if screen of purpose and significance is applied 
CB  Deliberate focus on trail experience, guided more carefully and visitor choices 

are more clear than what exists today 
AV  Ditto to the other points raised 
JV  Focuses on the most important values for MUWO 
TW  Allows for incorporation of paramount advantage 
PS  Addresses traditional visitor that comes from outside the area – creates a better 

visitor experience for that type of visitor – which is a good goal 
SH  The living museum as a focus of visitation – this is an appropriate goal for 

MUWO 
 

JR/DM  Removal of development  
BA  9OV needs to be incorporated to make this work - Get the visitor immersed into 

the forest  
NH  Need to write alt 3 more true to concept – look at the other alternatives to 

strengthen.  Need to look at thematic trails and determine if it’s appropriate 
decisions for the GMP.   Need to incorporate the language on stewardship to 
ensure the “living” part of the outdoor museum. 

HL  Still parks for the people – agree with other comments.  Need to be intentional 
for seeking new audiences and reaching out to those that don’t visit NPs or 
can’t. 

YR . Promoting the national park service identity – this alternative allows for this – 
can’t miss.  Can address some of the parks to the people idea – it’s about quality 
not quantity.  Make it an attractive place that people can go to, they know it’s a 
national park, they have an awesome experience – this should be the focus rather 
than bringing in a lot more people.  Need to ensure balance 

CK  Living national treasure and it’s about the future of MUWO – draws from the 
past to improve the future.  The thematic trails is a core component to this 
alternative.  Can use the thematic trails to integrate aspects of alternative 2 (e.g., 
ecology trail that directs visitors to understand restoration efforts and be in close 
contact).  Ecology, history, inspiration are all part of the park purpose and 
significance – thematic trails allow for these stories to be told.  Creek restoration 
can still occur in this alternative with relocation and redesign of the trails.  Don’t 
like terminology of “outdoor museum” – too static. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
DH  Currently ties national treasure to national register – if redefined to also include 

the natural resources, than this alternative can address the values of alt 2 and 3.  
The focus on inspiration and national park values are good goals. 
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Notes on Developing a Preferred Alternative for GOGA 
Nancy proposal—lower Tennessee Valley facilities have least amount of importance and visitor facilities could be 
concentrated near the trail head—could remove facilities, powerlines, and dam? 
 
Split back into Factor groups to talk about elements to be added from the other alternatives to strengthen alternative 1 
(received most importance and was also lower cost) 
Factor 1 
• promote Tennessee Valley as “trail to the sea” 
• convert some management roads from wide roads to multi-trail width—much more sustainable 
• creek restoration is expensive, but lots of opportunities for partner participation—also those creeks are highly 

sensitive American Indian archeological areas and Steve would encourage close cooperation among park staff when 
designing and implementing projects 

• Cathie Barner (Conservancy) said not to let costs deter GOGA from making the right decisions—there are many 
ways to raise money to support these efforts 

Factor 2 
• historic immersion would allow for exterior and landscape renovations while allowing for contemporary use inside of 

the structures on the ridge at Marin Headlands—“natural resources are compatible with military history” 
Factor 3 
• no additional points not included in table 
Factor 4 
• no additional points not included in table 
Factor 5 
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DEVELOPING THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE FOR ALCA 
(split back into factor groups to discuss ideas for developing a preferred) 

Using Alternative 3 as a base, the following changes are made (goal is to maintain as much importance as possible while 
trying to reduce cost 
• higher level of restoration of historic structures translates into higher maintenance costs 
• Cathie Barner suggested looking at setting priorities for buildings rather than make decisions on their fate now—

“You never know where you might be able to find money to do something with these buildings.” Brian worried about 
letting go of buildings just because of cost. Craig mentioned that the loss to cultural resources is offset by the 
substantial gain in bird habitat. 

• need to check with Don on building use proposals 
• Daphne-may not have used building 64 to fullest extent—might want to rethink using building 64 for overnight use 

so can get some of the character of what it was like to be on the island 
• Multiple points for embarkation is a scheduling decision need to work with the harbormaster and the 

concessionaire—if really trying to have the ferry trip as an integral part of the immersion experience, it would be 
difficult to manage from multiple locations. Craig—would be a difficult visitor experience if you paid to go out on a 
prison ferry and got to the same location as people that rode on very comfortable, modern ferrys. Brian A- need to 
coordinate very closely with the folks that may have other plans for Pier 4. Nancy-need to do a more detailed 
feasibility analysis. Yvette-to come from different places is a very bad idea. Mike Savage—may not need to tie to 
pier 4, but could look at other locations to recreate feeling at whatever portal seems most appropriate. This is a bigger 
discussion that needs. 

• Cathie Barner—building 64 would work well as an events venue due to layout 
• Steve—immersion is not an all or nothing proposition, don’t have to restore every room, but instead select ones to 

save on operation costs 
• Brian O—assume laundry building is important historic structure (Craig agreed) that is why Brian is surprised to see 

the proposal of the laundry building being managed as a ruin 
• Craig—“it was Nancy’s idea”, paramount advantage would go down because making decision to lose integrity on 

two historic structures, may be offset by increase in natural resource conditions 
• Nancy—perhaps a more in-depth analysis on how these buildings could accommodate compatible uses that could 

perhaps pay for their upkeep—look at balance of preservation and public use 
• Mike—questions cost factors between alt 3 and 4—need to consider potential revenue to offset capital and 

maintenance costs 
• Daphne—wants to know if Alt 3 would be supported by public comment—would they think there is enough 

protection of resources?? 
• Craig—education and historic immersion visitor experience should drive decisions on building treatment (model 

industry building and laundry building have much less importance than other buildings—would rather also restore the 
gardens). If reuse buildings, then lose some advantage for natural resources. High value comes from experiencing 
extensive collection on the island. Could happen in building 64.  

• Question is: do we rezone it for natural resources (ruin) or zone it for diverse visitor opportunities as outlined in Alt 3 
newsletter description (multi purpose, special events linked to the concept and compatible with other activities on the 
island (mission compatible, etc.) 

• Howard—would be appropriate to have a broad range of activities that don’t necessarily have to be mission 
compatible 

• Brian O—building is huge and could accommodate a large number of meeting rooms and spaces. Do we really want 
to use and existing historic building in the park that has huge capacity as meeting facility in the park? Would require 
special boat service to deliver participants to facility.  

• Brian A—looking at zone placement and description. 
 

 
 
 

• Sharon—feels that “event” is so broad, would rather see something more closely tied to education/conservation 
mission 

• Cathie—Fort Baker has very clear criteria on environmental/education event criteria—would suggest developing 
criteria for Alcatraz 

• Howard—recommends an institute screening device—sees potential for national meetings on incarceration, etc. 
• Nancy—would not like to see all events having to be tied to mission, might need to be flexible to ensure financial 

viability 
• Brian O—encourages flexibility on events to make it financially feasibility 
• Craig—will not compromise the paramount advantage—will not save money, but may generate income 
• DECISION—laundry building would be retained and tied to historic landscape and used to mission related functions, 

remove the model industries building allowing critical habitat restoration in that portion of island (explore other 
buildings that could be used to support maintenance needs—need to work with Don to make sure maintenance needs 
are met) 

• Daphne—if continue use of laundry building, do you really gain much natural resource benefit by just removing 
model industries building 

• Steve—under the foundation of the model industries building there are several key civil war fortifications 
• Brian O—at what point do we have a capacity for bird nesting—if we improve the bird nesting substantially, can we 

really support hundreds of additional birds??, linkage between density and numbers, may need to more aggressively 
manage the western gulls so other birds can remain viable 

• Sharon—need to do a population viability model on habitat and number of birds, also need to explore what is 
happening on a regional basis—need to do a very methodical manner 

• Daphne—need to look at species and sensitivity to disturbance 
• Steve—concerned that visitors will lose sense of the work prisoners did during their time on the island and the 

importance to their mental well-being—if lose building, then need alternative media to ensure this story is 
communicated 

• Craig—one floor of laundry building set aside for museum and artifact conservation and gardens and the other floor 
used for events.  Had a conversation with Gerard Baker to talk about Native American interest in Alcatraz.  
Referenced American Indian seminar held at MORU to talk about desecration of sacred area. Might want to bring 
Gerard out to talk to the team. 

 
 
 
 

 


